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Abstract: This paper describes the basic uses of the Ngambay posture verbs translated ‘sit’, 
‘stand’, and ‘lie’. Examples and analysis are given of these verbs as both stative (‘being in a 
posture’) and eventive (‘getting into a posture’). The paper further describes the ways in which 
Ngambay expresses the idea of ‘putting into a posture’. In all three cases, the plexity and/or 
perceived posture of the noun affects: (a) the choice of the basic posture verb, (b) the verb 
meaning ‘cause X[NOUN] to be in posture Y’, and, to a lesser degree, (c) the verb meaning ‘pick 
up X[NOUN]’. 

 
1. Introduction 

This paper provides a brief description of Ngambay posture verbs: si˧ ‘sit’, ar˩ ‘stand’, and 

to˩ ‘lie’.1 Section 2 identifies these three verbs as stative verbs of posture (i.e., Y[NOUN] is in 
posture Z). Section 3 examines eventive uses of these verbs which refer to ‘getting into a 
posture’ (i.e., Y[NOUN] puts itself in posture Z), and section 4 describes a set of verbs which refer 
to entities being ‘put into a posture’ (i.e., X causes Y[NOUN] to be in posture Z). I generally follow 
the outline of Keegan (2002) in his analysis of posture verbs in Mbay, a language closely related 
to Ngambay. 

Talmy (1985:87) makes a three-way distinction between ‘be in a posture’, ‘get into a 
posture’, and ‘put something into a posture’. He lists several lexicalization patterns for posture 
verbs in various languages, distinguishing the basic or lexical notion of the posture verb in that 
language from derived notions. His three typological patterns are exemplified by English, 

Japanese, and Spanish in Table 1, with the additional Ngambay row being mine.2 

Table 1: Lexicalization patterns for verbs of posture (V=verb root/base notion, SAT=satellite 
[positional adverb], CAUS=causative, PASTP=past participle construction, REFL=reflexive 

construction, PROG=progressive, V2=different lexeme with meaning ‘X causes Y[NOUN] to be in 
posture Z’) 

 be in a posture get into a posture put into a posture 
English V V + SAT V + CAUS + SAT 
Japanese ‘be’ + V + PASTP V V + CAUS 
Spanish ‘be’ + V + PASTP V + REFL V 
Ngambay V + SAT PROG + V + SAT V2 

Ngambay expresses the various semantic notions related to posture in a way that is distinct 
from Talmy’s three typological patterns. The basic lexical notion of Ngambay posture verbs is 

                                            
1Ngambay is an SVO Nilo-Saharan language spoken in the southern part of Chad. For a description of Ngambay 

tone and an overview of Ngambay grammar, see Ndjerareou, Melick, and Moeller (2010). Throughout this paper, r 

is used to represent the phone [ɾ]; the affricate dʒ is written without a tie-bar; the symbol ˥ indicates high tone; ˧ 

mid tone; and ˩ low tone. All other Ngambay spellings are standard IPA. 
2The data for this paper was collected from Mekoulnodji (Priscille) Ndjerareou during a field methods course in the 

fall of 2009. She is a native of Chad who grew up speaking Ngambay at home. 
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‘be in a posture’ without reference to motion, the achievement of that posture, or the act of 
putting something else in that posture. The notion ‘get into a posture’ is less basic, being marked 

by the progressive auxiliary aw˧ ‘PROG’ (see §3). The notion of ‘put into a posture’ requires a 
different lexeme, a transitive verb with the meaning ‘X causes Y[NOUN] to be in posture Z’ (see 
§4). 

2. Stative verbs of posture 

The basic function of the three posture verbs is to describe the posture of the subject. In this 

way, the three verbs function semantically as stative rather than event verbs. For example, si˧ in 
(1) refers primarily to ‘being in a seated posture’, rather than ‘getting into a seated posture’. 

(1) di˩ᵑgəm˩ si˧   naŋ˩ 
man  3SG.sit  down 
‘The man is sitting (down).’ 3 

(2) di˩ᵑgəm˩ ar˩  ta˥ 
man  3SG.stand up 
‘The man is standing (up).’ 

(3) di˩ᵑgəm˩ to˩  naŋ˩ 
man  3SG.lie  down 
‘The man is lying (down).’  

Ngambay posture verbs in stative clauses have two semantic arguments: a theme (or located 
entity) which is the grammatical subject, and a location. The semantic structure for locative 
stative verbs is shown in (4), while the semantic structure for the clause in (1) (including the 
posture verb and its arguments) is shown in (5). 

(4) be-at′ (x,y), where x=LOCATION and y=THEME (Van Valin 2005:55). 

(5) sit′ (naŋ˩ ‘down’, di˩ᵑgəm˩ ‘man’) 

In (1), di˩ᵑgəm˩ ‘man’ is the THEME and naŋ˩ ‘down’ is the LOCATION. The location is 
obligatory (see (9)); therefore, it is an argument, not an adjunct. Rothmayr (2009:151) writes: 

“In contrast to verbs of body posture, stative verbs of position merely express the 
localization of an object, not of a situation. The locative PP has the status of an 
argument and not of an adjunct… In other words, the PP refers to the location of 
the subject, not to the location of the event expressed by the verb of position.” 

This obligatory locative argument can be realized by: (a) the positional adverbs ta˥ ‘up’ (as 

in (2)) or naŋ˩ ‘down’ (as in (1) and (3)), (b) a locative prepositional phrase (PP[LOC]) as in (6)-
(8), or (c) a locative noun as in (20)-(23). 

                                            
3Throughout this paper, the stative (not eventive) use of the posture verbs is glossed with the English progressive. 

Posture verbs with the progressive auxiliary aw˧ are eventive (see §3). 
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(6) di˩ᵑgəm˩ ar˩  gel˥ kag˧ 
man   3SG.stand under tree 
‘The man is standing under the tree.’ 

(7) di˩ᵑgəm˩ si˧  dɔ˩  kag˧si˧  gə˥ 
man  3SG.sit  on.top  chair  LOC 
‘The man is sitting on the chair.’ 

(8) di˩ᵑgəm˩ to˩  dɔ˩  ti˧ra˩  gə˥ 
man  3SG.lie  on.top  bed  LOC 
‘The man is lying on the bed.’ 

Examples (1)-(3) and (6)-(8) refer to the posture of the subject. All three posture verbs (si˧ 
‘sit’, ar˩ ‘stand’, and to˩ ‘lie’) require two arguments. As noted in Table 1, stative ‘be in a 
posture’ verbs require a satellite which is the locative argument. To omit the locative argument is 
ungrammatical, as illustrated by (9). 

(9) *li˧  to˩ 
snake 3SG.lie 
‘The snake is lying.’ 

If the locative argument is a positional adverb, the adverb corresponds to the posture 

inherent in the verb: ta˥ ‘up’ is used with ar˩ ‘stand’ as seen in (10), and naŋ˩ ‘down’ with si˧ 
‘sit’ and to˩ ‘lie’ as seen in (11) and (12). 

(10) di˩ᵑgəm˩ ar˩  ta˥ 
man  3SG.stand up 
‘The man is standing up.’  

(11) giɾ˥bə˩də˩ɾə˩ si˧  naŋ˩ 
frog  3SG.sit  down 
‘The frog is sitting down.’ 

(12) bi˥si˧ to˩  naŋ˩ 
dog 3SG.lie  down  
‘The dog is lying down.’ 

Humans and animals inherently occur in a given posture. Ngambay locative clauses do not 
have a copula such as English ‘is’, which is neutral with regard to posture. Instead, the subject of 
locative clauses must be located with reference to the posture which it is assuming (e.g., 

di˩ᵑgəm˩ ‘man’ in (6)-(8)) or to the posture which it prototypically assumes (e.g., li˧ ‘snake’ in 
(13)). 

(13) li˧  to˩ gel˥ ta˧bəl˧ gə˥ 
snake 3SG.lie under table LOC 
‘The snake is under the table.’ 
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(14) di˩ᵑgəm˩ si˧ gel˥ kag˧ 
man 3SG.sit under tree 
‘The man is under the tree.’  

(15) kər˧  ar˩  kəj˥  lə=m˧ 
elephant  3SG.stand house  of=1SG 
‘There is an elephant in my house.’ 

(16) bo˧ si˧ ra˥ wa˩ 
father 3SG.sit where QUEST 
‘Where is father?’ 

In (16), the speaker cannot see the father; therefore, the speaker does not know what posture 

he is in. The verb si˧ ‘sit’ is used because the prototypical or default posture for humans is 
sitting. If, however, the speaker knew father was napping somewhere, and was lying down, he 
would ask the question as in (17). 

(17) bo˧  to˩  ra˥  wa˩ 
father 3SG.lie where QUEST  
‘Where is father (lying)?’ 

 An exception to the idea of sitting as the prototypical human position is (18). Perhaps 
‘under a tree’ is a more neutral semantic place to be, while people ‘in the bush’ are usually on 
their feet. 

(18) di˩ᵑgəm˩ ar˩  wa˧la˥ 
man  3SG.stand bush4 
‘The man is in the bush.’ 

Certain animals are unable to assume some postures. A human can sit, stand, or lie down. A 
dog can, as well; for a dog, sitting implies that the hind legs are folded and its tail is on the 
ground, while standing means that all four legs are straight. Horses and cows can stand or lie 
down, but cannot sit. Snakes can only lie down. Frogs can only sit; to say that a frog is lying 

down implies that the frog is dead. Fish to˩ ‘lie’ in the water. Birds on tree branches with straight 

legs are si˧ ‘sitting’, but on the ground they are ar˩ ‘standing’. A bird lies down when its legs are 
tucked underneath it. 

When the subject is inanimate, the perceived posture of the subject determines the verb used 

in the clause. Most inanimate entities have the default posture to˩ ‘lie’ as illustrated in (19). 

(19) ɓə˧i˥ gə˥ Rom le˧ ɓal˧ dʒe˥  si˧ri˥ to˥5 kɛ˧nɛ˧ gə˥ 
village REL Rome REF hill PL seven 3PL.lie in LOC 
‘There are seven hills in Rome.’ 

                                            
4The word wa˧la˥ ‘bush’ is a locative noun in expressions meaning ‘go bush’ and ‘stand bush’. It is similar to the 

English word home in the phrase go home. 
5The 3PL form of many Ngambay verbs has high tone on the first syllable. 
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Unlike Mbay, where entities assume different postures based on shape, plexity, and 
perceived upright position (Keegan 2002:339), most inanimate entities in Ngambay simply use 

to˩ ‘lie’ in locative clauses, as seen in Table 2. 

Table 2: Stative posture verbs with inanimate subjects in locative clauses 

si˧ ‘sit’  ar˩ ‘stand’ to˩ ‘lie’ 

<none> ‘car’, ‘tree’ ‘car’,6 ‘grass’, ‘house’, ‘fire’, ‘table’, ‘fan’, ‘bottle’, ‘flagpole’, 
‘tomato’, ‘hill’, ‘mountain’, ‘pen’, ‘book’7 

2.1 Living and dwelling 

Stative posture verbs can be translated ‘live’ or ‘dwell’. As described in the previous 
section, the choice of posture verb depends on the default posture of the subject. Many, if not 

most, animate entities si˧ ‘sit’ by default. In (20)-(23), the obligatory locative argument is a 
locative noun.8 

(20) m-si˧ kəj˥ 
1SG-sit house 
‘I live in a house.’ 

(21) m-si˧ Dallas 
1SG-sit Dallas 
‘I live in Dallas.’ 

(22) to˩bə̃ĩ˩ to˧ da˧ gə˥ si˧ wa˧la˥ 
lion 3SG.is animal REL 3SG.sit bush 
‘The lion is an animal which lives in the bush.’ 9 

(23) ka˧ⁿdʒi˧ to˩ man˩ 
fish 3SG.lie water 
‘Fish live in water.’ 

2.2 Staying and stopping 

Ngambay uses a posture verb to express the idea of ‘staying’. If two people are walking 

down a trail, and one tells the other one to wait while he goes on ahead, he will say ar˩ ne˧ 
‘stand here’. To tell a seated child to stay seated, one says si˧ ne˧ ‘sit here’.  

                                            
6A car can either ‘stand’ or ‘lie’, but not ‘sit’. 
7Books and pens can only ‘lie’ whether they are lying flat on the table or standing upright on their edge. 
8Subjects are normally pro-dropped (e.g., (20) and (21)) and verbs agree with their subject in person and number (cf. 

Ndjerareou, Melick, and Moeller 2010). In (22), the subject of the relative clause is pro-dropped and the gap 
shows the grammatical relation of the head noun. 

9Note the difference in tone between the copula verb to˧ ‘be’ in equative clauses like (22) and the posture verb to˩ 
‘lie’ in stative clauses like (23). The copula in equative clauses has a mid tone while the posture verb has a low tone. It 
is possible that the equative copula is historically derived from the posture verb (Keegan 2002:357). 
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However, the idea of ‘remain for a longer period of time’ is naj˩ ‘stay’, as in (24). This verb 
is an event, not a state, and it makes no reference to posture, merely the act of staying. 

(24) naj˩ naŋ˩ ne˧ 
IMV.stay down here 
‘Stay here!’ (i.e., in the village for a few days, while I go away) 

The way to say ‘goodbye’ in Ngambay is si˧ gə˥ ma˧dʒe˧, said to the one staying by the one 

leaving; literally ‘sit well’. The response is aw˧ gə˥ ma˧dʒe˧, literally ‘go out well’. 

The idea of ‘stopping’ motion likewise uses the posture verb ar˩ ‘stand’. A person who was 

running would be commanded to stop with ar˩. The use of the imperative indicates an event, 
rather than a state. 

2.3 Negative existential clauses 

Negative existential clauses use the verb gu˧du˩ ‘there is/are not’.10 This verb takes the 
place of any posture verb and is used with animate and inanimate entities. The semantic structure 
for these clauses is NOT exist′ (y), as in (25) and (26), or be-at′ [(x), NOT exist′ (y)] as in (27), 
where x=LOCATION and y=THEME (Van Valin 2005:49, 55). 

(25) gu˧du˩  gu˧su˧ 
NEG.EXIST money 
‘There is no money.’ 

(26) gu˧du˩  dʒe˩də˧nəm˩ 
NEG.EXIST  Jedunum 
‘Jedunum is not here.’ 

(27) kag˧ gu˧du˩  dɔ˩ ᵐbal˧ gə˥ 
tree NEG.EXIST on.top hill LOC 
‘There are no trees on the hill.’ 

3. Event verbs: getting into a posture 

In English, He is sitting can be interpreted with either stative (‘He is in a seated posture’) or 
eventive (‘He is in the act of sitting’) force. However, adding the positional adverb down (‘He is 
sitting down’) requires that the sentence be understood as an event. In Ngambay, this distinction 
does not exist; all posture expressions, stative or eventive, require what Talmy (1985) calls a 

satellite (see Table 3). The presence of the progressive auxiliary aw˧ ‘PROG’, not a satellite, 
makes the verb eventive instead of stative. Newman (2002:4) writes: 

 

The dynamic postural meanings ‘to sit oneself down’, ‘to move oneself into a 
standing position’, and ‘to lay oneself down’ are closely connected semantically 

                                            
10Positive existential clauses are structurally identical to locative stative clauses (Ndjerareou, Melick, and Moeller 

2010:22). 
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to the corresponding stative meanings and one and the same form may indicate 
either the dynamic or the stative meaning in languages. This holds in English to 
some extent. So, for example, sit can have dynamic or stative interpretations and I 
sat on the chair could mean ‘I sat myself down on the chair’ or ‘I was sitting on a 
chair (and didn’t move)’. 

 
For clarity, then, throughout this paper the simple non-progressive form of the posture verbs 

is glossed ‘is standing’, ‘is sitting’, or ‘is lying’, with the understanding that a state, rather than 
an event (Newman’s stative rather than dynamic meaning) is being described. 

In Ngambay, the addition of the progressive auxiliary aw˧ to a stative posture verb results in 
an event which describes ‘getting into a posture’. Compare (1) (repeated below as (28)) with 
(29). 

(28) di˩ᵑgəm˩ si˧ naŋ˩ 
man 3SG.sit down 
‘The man is sitting (down).’  

(29) aw˧  si˧   naŋ˩  
PROG 3SG.sit  down 
‘He is (in the act of) sitting down.’11  

The semantic structure for the verb in (28) is shown in (30),12 where x=LOCATION and y= 
THEME. The semantic structure for the clause in (29) (including the verb and its arguments) is 

shown in (31) (cf. Van Valin and LaPolla 1997:160). In (31), ‘do′ (3SG (∅)’ represents an 
unspecified activity (cf. Van Valin 2005:47). 

(30) sit′ (x,y) 

(31)  do′ (3SG (∅) & BECOME sit′ (naŋ˩ ‘down’, 3SG)  

Example (32) illustrates the difference between stative verbs and activity verbs. Both 

situations are atelic (i.e., they lack an end point), but si˧ ‘sit’ (stative) is expressed without the 

progressive auxiliary and la˧ ‘dance’ (activity) is expressed with the auxiliary aw˧ ‘PROG’. 

(32) dəw˥ ka˥ra˧ si˧ naŋ˩  dəw˥ ka˥ra˧ aw˧ la˧ 
person one 3SG-sit down person one PROG 3SG.dance 
‘One guy is sitting down (i.e., is seated), one guy is dancing.’ 

                                            
11Mbay expresses the progressive aspect with “the simple form of the verb preceded by one of the posture verbs” 

(Keegan 2002:345). Ngambay, however, regularly uses aw˧ ‘go’ as the progressive aspect auxiliary. Ndjerareou, 

Melick, and Moeller (2010:20) analyze aw˧ si˧ ‘go sit’ in (29) as a serial verb construction which is used to mark 
progressive aspect. 

12Compare the semantic structure for the clause in (28), which is shown in (5). 
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4. Event verbs: putting into a posture 

A major distinction exists between different words for ‘putting’. The verb chosen for ‘put’ 
depends on the plexity13 and perceived posture of the object being put. The verbs of ‘putting’ are 
represented by the ‘V2’ designation in Tables 1 and 3. Whereas posture verbs are typically 
intransitive cross-linguistically (Newman 2002:4), these ‘put into a posture’ verbs are transitive 
and have the following semantic structure: 

(33) [do′ (x,∅)] CAUSE [BECOME be-at′ (y,z)] 
where x=EFFECTOR, y=LOCATION, and z=THEME (Van Valin and LaPolla 1997:127). 

Table 3 below is an expansion of Table 1, which compares the way that English, Spanish, 
and Ngambay express the various notions of posture. 

Table 3: Lexicalization patterns of ‘lie’ in English, Spanish, and Ngambay 

 be in a posture get into a posture put into a posture 
V V + SAT V + CAUS + SAT 

English 
lie lie down lay something down 
‘be’ + V + PP V + REFL V 

Spanish 
estar acostado acostarse acostar 
V + SAT PROG + V + SAT V2 

Ngambay 
to˩ naŋ˩ aw˧ to˩ naŋ˩ i˧la˩ ne˥ naŋ˩ 

Ngambay verbs of ‘putting into a posture’ are all obligatorily transitive; they require both an 
object and either a locative adverb, PP[LOC], or locative noun. By itself, with no surrounding 

context to fill in the missing information, the verb m-u˧ⁿda˩ ‘I put’ is ungrammatical. This 
follows the pattern of many other transitive verbs, such as those meaning ‘cook’, ‘throw’, 

‘write’, etc. If the verb is transitive, the object is obligatory (often expressed by ne˥ ‘something’ 
if the object is unknown). 

On the other hand, adding an object to a posture verb is ungrammatical, as seen in (34), 
since posture verbs are intransitive and cannot take an object. Doing so makes the sentence 
incoherent in terms of Kroeger (2005:76). 

(34) *m-si˧ ᵑgon˧ naŋ˩ 
1SG-sit child down 
intended: ‘I sit the child down.’ 

4.1 Objects where posture is variable 

In examples (35), (36), and (37), the same object (ᵑgon˧ ‘child’) is being put down into three 

different postures. Notice that three different verbs are used: i˧la˩, u˧ⁿda˩, and ur˥˧.14 

                                            
13Plexity refers to an object’s state of articulation into equivalent elements. Uniplex objects have only one element or 

unit, while multiplex objects consist of more than one element, such as grains, seeds, flour, or liquids (Keegan 
2002:339). 

14The verb ur˥˧ in (37) is a contracted form of u˥ru˧. The final [u] often drops in speech, but the tone persists as a 
glide. 
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(35) m-i˧la˩ ᵑgon˧ naŋ˩ 
1SG-lay child down 
‘I lay the (sleeping) child down (on the bed).’ 

(36) m-u˧ⁿda˩ ᵑgon˧ naŋ˩ 
1SG-sit child down 
‘I sit the child down (in a chair).’ 

(37) m-ur˥˧ ᵑgon˧ naŋ˩ 
1SG-stand child down 
‘I set the child down (in a standing position).’ 

4.2 Multiplex objects 

A fourth verb of ‘putting’, om˩ ‘pour’, is used when the object is multiplex, such as when a 
pile of chopped okra in (38) or a large quantity of water in (39) is put into a kettle of soup. 
However, a small amount of liquid (apparently a “uniplex” amount) requires a different verb 
(40). 

(38) om˩   i˥ma˩ me˧ ta˩wa˩  gə˥ 
pour.IMV okra in cooking.pot LOC 
‘Pour (the pile of chopped) okra into the pot.’ 

(39) om˩   man˩  me˧ ta˩wa˩  gə˥ 
pour.IMV water in cooking.pot LOC 
‘Pour water into the pot.’ 

(40) i˧la˩ u˩bu˩  me˧ ta˩wa˩  gə˥ 
lay.IMV oil in cooking.pot LOC 
‘Put in (a little) oil into the pot.’ 

4.3 Objects where posture is fixed 

Some objects seem to have a fixed posture and involve a ‘putting’ verb which is more or less 

fixed. The verb ur˥ ‘stand’ is used for uniplex things which are perceived as long or tall being 

put in their upright position, as in (41) and (42). The verb i˧la˩ ‘lay’ is used for uniplex things 
being placed in a more or less horizontal position relative to their long side, as in (43). The verb 

om˩ ‘pour’ is used for multiplex things which do not have a perceived length or side, as in (44). 

(41) ur˥˧ ni˥ᵑga˧ naŋ˩ 
stand.IMV spear down 
‘Put down the spear (point down, against a wall).’ (cf. (37)) 

(42) ur˥˧  ɓol˧ 
stand.IMV sack 
‘Stand the sack up (against the wall).’ 
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(43) i˧la˩ ɓol˧ 
lay.IMV sack 
‘Lay the sack down flat.’ (cf. (35)) 

(44) om˩ ri˧sɛ˩ dɔ˩ ta˧bəl˧  gə˥ 
pour.IMV rice on.top table  LOC 
‘Pour the rice (out of the sack) onto the table.’ (cf. (39)) 

Note the difference in sense between (44) and (45) when a different verb is used. 

(45) i˧la˩ ka˧ⁿdə˩ ri˧sɛ˩ dɔ˩ ta˧bəl˧ gə˥ 
lay.IMV seed rice on.top table LOC 
‘Put one grain of rice on the table.’ 

Some items, however, have an upright position which is inherently different than the state 

that results from ur˥˧ ‘stand’. A chair or a table, for example, because it rests on four legs, takes 

u˧ⁿda˩ ‘sit’ and not ur˥˧ ‘stand’. Compare (46) and (47) with (43) and (42). 

(46) i˧la˩ ga˧sa˩ dɔ˩ ta˧bəl˧ gə˥ 
lay.IMV bottle on.top table LOC 
‘Lay the bottle down (horizontally) on the table.’ 

(47) u˧ⁿda˩ ga˧sa˩ dɔ˩ ta˧bəl˧ gə˥ 
sit.IMV bottle on.top table LOC 
‘Sit the bottle on the table.’ 

However, to describe the position of the bottle on the table, an Ngambay speaker would use 

to˩ ‘lie’ regardless of whether the bottle were standing upright or laying flat, because the speaker 
is describing the state and not the event (cf. Table 3). The verb meaning ‘X causes Y[NOUN] to be 
in posture Z’ is different depending on the posture into which an object is put. (This is the ‘V2’ 
designation in Table 1.)  

4.4 Plural uniplex objects 

When multiple uniplex items are ‘put’, the same verb is used as is used for a singular object; 
multiple uniplex items are not automatically perceived as multiplex. 

(48) u˧ⁿda˩ kop˧ dʒe dɔ˩ ta˧bəl˧ gə˥ 
sit.IMV cup PL on.top table LOC  
‘Sit the glasses on the table.’ 

One other use of u˧ⁿda˩ ‘sit’ is shown in (49). There is no apparent connection between the 
choice of the ‘putting’ verb and the position or plexity of the object ‘eye’. 

(49) u˧ⁿda˩ kəm˩ kar˧ dɔ˩ ro˧=i˥   gə˥ 
sit.IMV eye clean on body=2SG.POSS LOC 
‘Be on your best behavior.’ (lit. ‘Sit a clean eye on your body.’) 

The use of the verbs of ‘putting’ in Ngambay are summarized in Table 4. 
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Table 4: Verbs of ‘putting’ 

Lexeme Object Plexity/Shape Final Object Position 

i˧la˩ ‘lie’ uniplex lying flat; horizontal 

u˧ⁿda˩ ‘sit’ uniplex upright 

ur˥˧‘stand’ uniplex/tall and thin upright (extended) 

om˩ ‘pour’ multiplex/amorphous unspecified 

4.5 ‘Put upside down’ 

A fifth ‘put’ verb, ɗəb˩ ‘flip over; put upside down’ can be used with any uniplex object 

which has a perceived “right side up.” For example, to ɗəb˩ a cup is to turn it so its mouth is 

down on the table. To ɗəb˩ a picture is to turn it face down so its image cannot be seen. To ɗəb˩ 
a chair means to turn it over so all four legs are sticking up. A person is ɗəb˩ when he lies face 
down on his stomach. 

5. Extension: ‘pick up’ 

Ngambay has two verbs meaning ‘pick up’. The verb un˥ ‘pick up’ is used when the object 

is singular, and u˧du˧ ‘pick up’ is used when the object is plural or multiplex. No other 
distinctions are made for plexity, shape, or position. 

(50) un˥ kop˧ 
pick.up cup 
‘Pick up the cup.’ 

(51) u˧du˧ kop˧ dʒe 
pick.up cup PL  
‘Pick up the cups.’ 

6. Conclusion 

This paper has described the way Ngambay expresses the notions of ‘sit’, ‘stand’, and ‘lie’, 
as both stative (‘being in a posture’) and eventive (‘getting into a posture’) verbs. It has also 
described the ways in which Ngambay expresses the idea of ‘putting into a posture’. This paper 
has shown that the plexity and/or perceived posture of the noun affects: (a) the choice of the 
basic posture verb, (b) the verb meaning ‘cause X[NOUN] to be in posture Y’, and, to a lesser 
degree, (c) the verb meaning ‘pick up X[NOUN]’. 
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Abbreviations 

1 – first person 
2 – second person 
3 – third person 
CAUS – causative 
EXIST – existential verb 
IMV – imperative 
INF – infinitive 
LOC – locative particle/phrase 
NEG – negative particle 
NP – noun phrase 
OBJ – object 
 

PL – plural 
POSS – possessive suffix/phrase 
PROG – progressive aspect auxiliary 
PP – prepositional phrase 
QUEST – question particle 
REF – referential 
REFL – reflexive 
REL – relativizer 
SAT – satellite 
SG – singular 
SUBJ – subject 
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